fn the last issue of Professional
lBoatBuilder, we saw how to determine.the heat load, or energy demand,
of a given icebox in refrigerator or
freezer use. The next step is to choose
which kind of refrigeration unit will best
meet this demand.
Refrigeration is not something that can
just be tacked onto a boat. It is a major
power consumer, particularly in y/arm
climates, where DC refrigeration- the
most common type-can account for
50o/o to 75o/o of a boat's total DC
demand. A refrigeration unit must be
carefully integrated into a boat's auailable power supplies, which in turn are a
function of the use to which the boat is
put. A boat that cruises on weekends,
for example, will have shore power
available in its slip all week, whereas
one used for long-term offshore cruising
will not. It may well be the case that
two identical production-line boats with
similar-capacity refrigeration demands
are best served by radically different
types of refrigeration units.
A boat with a 24-hov-a-day AC generator can obviously use household-style
AC refrigeration units; less common is
holding-plate AC refrigeration. In the
absence of a constant source of AC
power, there are three popular refrigeration choices: engine driven (with holding plates), constant-cycling DC, and
holding-plate DC.

AGRefrigeration
Constant-cycling AC refrigeration
requires a constant source of AC power.
On a boat where the generator runs 24
hours a day, it is the cheapest and simplest option, in part because it can run
on household appliances. Don't confuse
generator-supplied AC power with that
supplied by a DC-to-AC inverrer. Any
attempt to run AC refrigeration from an
inverter will result in substantially
greater energy losses than in most other
systems. It would be better to install a
DC system.
Holding-plate
AC refrigeration
requires intermittent operation of a generator. It employs one or more tanks
filled with a solution having a freezing
point below that of water. The tanks are
fitted to the icebox. When the refrigera-
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PartTwo

We lookat the systems
currently
available
forAC,DC,
andengine-driven
refrigeration.

The top of a Glacier Bay holding plate,
showing the manifold for its proprietary
evaporatorcoil ("Spider Coil"). A holding
plate has an evaporatorcoil-a coil of
tubing through which refrigerant
passes-immersed in a tank of fluid.
The evaporatorcoil freezes the liquid in
the tank, which then melts, absorbing
heat from the icebox.
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The refrigerator/fteezer setup on the author's own boaL bft-The
flat-plaE evaporator in the icebox, shown here, takes up
less space, and weighs less, than a holding plate, but requires a constant+Wing refrigeration unit. ln an evaporator plate,
the evaporctor coil consists ofa senes of passages formed between thin sheets of aluminum sandwiched togethet; there is no
tank of fluid, so the evaporatot plate is much smallet and lighter than a holding plaE. The evaporator plate absotbs heat
directly from the air in the icebox. Right-Details of the freezer: note the double seals on the lid, the flat+late evaporctor bent
around three sides on the inside, and the ice tray held to the eva@rator with bungee cords.
tion unit is running, it freezes the solution in the tanks, and then the unit
shuts down. The tanks slowly thaw,
absorbing heat as it leaks into the icebox, keeping the box cold. tVhen the
tanks have almost defrosted, the unit is
turned back on to refreeze them. In a
well-designed system, the tanks will
hold down the temperature in the icebox for 24 hours-even
in the tropics-and will then require no more than
one to two hours' refrigeration running
time to be refrozen.
Running an engine in order to spin a
generator that powers an electric motor
that spins a refrigeration compressor
that could have been driven directly off
the engine in the first place involves a
lot of unnecessary energy losses!
'What's
more, the directly engine-driven
compressor will, in most instances,
have a higher output than the AC unit,
and therefore a potentially reduced
holding-plate pull-down time, depending on whether or not the holding
plates can absorb additional compressor output (see "Engine-driven
Refrigeration," below).
In other words, it's rarely worthwhile
to nrn a generator simply for refrigeration purposes, but if the generator is to
be run for other loads such as water
making, water heating, or cooking regularly enough and long enough to support the refrigeration system, and has
surplus capacity that can be divened to
AC refrigeration, then holding-plate AC
refrigeration is attractive. The AC unit
will, of course, be operable with shore
power. It will also have a hermetic compressor, so that the system can be
sealed, and will not suffer from the
small leaks that sometimes plague the

belt-driven compressors used in enginedriven, and most high-capacity DC,
refrigeration systems. The AC system
will take a substantial load off the DC
system. That means that on some boats,
the battery banks and other equipment
can be downsized, with significant savings in weight and volume.

Refrigeration
Engine-driYen
Engine-driven systems have holding
plates, but the refrigeration compressor
is directly belt driven from an engine
instead of being driven by an electric
motor, eliminating the intermediary
energy losses. These systems almost
invariably have automotive air-conditioning compressors, resulting in
extremely high nominal refrigerating
and freezing capabilities. One example
of such a system is from Sea Frost.
(Contact information for all the companies mentioned in this article is on
page 55.)
The beauty of such a system is that
the horsepower available with most
engines allows for a large and powerful
refrigeration compressor, minimizing the
holding-plate freeze-down time and
engine-running time. Given that the
compressor is directly driven by the
engine, engine-driven refrigeration also
appears to be the most efficient.
Unfortunately, for refrigeration systems of the size commonly found on
pleasure boats, neither of these propositions-power
and efficiency-is necessarily true! The reason is related to the
rate at which heat can be withdrawn
from a holding plate; that is, the rate at
which the plate can be frozen. This rate
is largely a function of the surface area
of the evaporator tubing in the holding

plate, the spacing of these tubes (the
closer together, the faster the rate of
heat removal), and the temperature differential between the refrigerant in the
evaporator coil and the solution in the
holding plate.
Except in large systems with multiple
holding plates, the rate of heat removal
is always well below the nominal refrigerating capability of the compressor on
the system. In other words, no matter
wbat size refrigeration cornpressor you
put on tbe engine, only a certain
arnount of its capacity can be used,
and tbe bolding-platefreeze time cannot
be accelerated beyond a certain point.
(Note that the holding plates made by
Glacier Bay have the highest heatabsorption capability of any on the market.) This, in turn, means that regardless
of compressor capacity, for most systems the engine will have to be run at
least an hour a day, and almost always
longer. In the tropics, two hours or
more ls common.
If a high-output alternator is installed
on the same engine, wired to a large
enough battery bank to absorb the alternator's output, then sufficient energy
can be put into a battery bank to meet
the daily refrigeration load in less
engine-running time than is needed for
engine-driven refrigeration. That's even
with the added inefficiencies in DC
refrigeration (the alternator charges batteries that supply an electric motor that
spins a compressor that could have
been turned by the engine in the first
place). In other words, i,f ntinimizing
engine running time is a goal. tbe DC
approach often does a better job of capturing tbe auailable pou'er from tbe
engine tban does tbe engine-drit'ert

approacb. The net result is that
although from a refrigeration perspective DC refrigeration is less efficient,
from a whole-boat energy analysis it
will be more efficient on those boats
where the goal is to minimize enginerunning time.
Consider also the fact that the typical cost of purchasing even a small
marine diesel engine and having it
professionally installed is anywhere
from $12,000 on up, with a life
expectancy of anywhere from 5,000
hours of running time on up. As a
result, the capital cost-excluding maintenance and fuel bills-of running the
engine is almost always at least $1 an
hour, and all too often can be $3 an
hour or more. That's a significant overhead if the engine is being run solely
for refrigeration purposes.
As noted, this argument breaks down
if the engine will be regularly run for
other reasons-as it is, for example, on
many charter boats. In such cases,
engine-driven refrigeration can be
tacked on as just another load. The
argument also does not hold in the case
of large iceboxes with multiple holding
plates that have the capacity to absorb a

high compressor output. In this situation, engine-driven refrigeration may be
the best choice. However, it does suffer
from one other major drawback: even at
dockside, the engine must be run in
order to refrigerate.
For those times when the engine is
not running, or the boat is at dockside,
an engine-driven system can be combined with a DC or AC system by
adding a second evaporator coil to the
holding plates. The trade-off here is the
ability to run the unit at dockside without cranking the engine, versus the
added complexiry and cost, as well as
the volume of the holding plate occupied by the second evaporator coil.
(The increased volume reduces the
plate's overall capacity, and sometimes
therefore the
reduces the length-and
the primary,
rate of heat removal-of
engine-driven, evaporatorcoil.)
Although expensive, an engine-driven
unit will compare very favorably in
terms of cost with high-capacity DC systems, and even with small DC systems if
the boat's batteries and charging systems have to be upgraded to support
DC refrigeration. In the latter case,
given the weight and bulk of the added

Left-Glacier Bay's Spider
Coil. Below-The evaporator
coil from a Seafrost holding
plate. The Seafrostcoil is a
continuousrun of relatively
Iarge-borecopper tubing
coiled up insidethe plate,
whereas the Spider Coil has
six lengthsof much smallerbore copper tubing coiled in
parallel inside the plate,
and terminatingat an inlet
and outlet manifold.

batteries, the engine-driven system will
be lighter and take up less space.

DGRefrigeration
Gonstant-cycling
A small refrigeration unit is permanently connected to the ship's batteries
and controlled by a thermostat in the icebox. Every time the temperature rises
beyond a set point, the unit kicks on
until the icebox is cooled down, and then
the unit switches off. It constantli rycles
on and off, just as a household refrigerator does.
Aside from household appliances,
constant-cycling DC refrigeration is the
cheapest initial option. Norcold and
other manufacturers build drop-in units,
similar to household refrigeration units.
Many of these drop-in units can also be
run off AC power when available. 01 a
refrigeration unit is added to a purposebuilt icebox. Either way, most units currently available use Danfoss BD35 and
BD50 variable-speed compressors with
HFC-734a refrigerant.
These systems have a limited refrigerating capability. I would consider the
upper limits to be 5,000 Btu per day in
a refrigerator, and 3,500 Btu per day in
a freezer. (One Btu is the amount of
heat needed to raise L lb of water by
loF. The metric equivalent is a calorie
[small "c"] or Calorie [arge "C"J, the
amount of heat needed to raise 7 gram
[small "c"] or t kg flarge "C"] of water by
1oC. Four Calories [arge "C"] = 1 Btu.)
This refrigerator number is much higher
than I have previously recommended,
while I have in the past recommended
against constant-cycling DC freezers.
The capacity and efficiency of the
Danfoss compressors have increased
significantly over the past 10 years.
. Constant-cycl:ing
capacity calcu'
Ia.tions. Just as with many engine-driven systems, for many of the latest- generation constant-cycling DC units, the
limiting factor in the system is not the
compressor's capacity but the rate at
which the evaporator plate can pull
heat out of the icebox. For the typical
aluminum evaporator plate (similar to
what is in a household refrigerator), this
is somewhere between 1 and 7 Btu per
square foot, per degree F temperature
differential befween the plate and the
icebox, per hour. The huge range I have
given-from 1to 7 Btu-reflects alack
of good data, dlfferences in evaporator
construction techniques, and the insulating effect of ice buildup on the plates.
Assuming 3.5 Btu is conservative in
most applications.
Let's imagine an evaporator plate with
a total surface area of 3 sq ft (0.28m2),
with a temperature differential of 25"F

Left-Shown here is one of the largest flat-plateevaporatorsfor boat refrigeration
systems currently available, from Frigoboat.lt can be bent to wrap around the
inside of an icebox.Abov*A Danfoss BDS) compressor for a Frigoboat
constant-cyclingDC system.
(14'C) betv,reen the plate surface and the
icebox interior. (Twenty-five degrees F is
a reasonable assumption for a refngerator; on a freezer, a 15oF (9.C) temperature differential would be a better number.) Such a plate will remove around
260 Btu per hour (3 x 25 x 3.5 = 262.r. tf
the refrigeration unit is running for 45
minutes per hour, the total amount of
heat removed in 24 hours will be (262.j
x24 x 4r/60 = 4,725B1,.
'We
can work this backward. Let's say
we have an estimated heat load of 5,000
Btu on a refrigerator (the maximum I
recommend for constant-cycling DC
refrigeration), and we want to limit
refrigeration run time to 45 minutes per
hour. Every hour we must remove
5,000/24 = 208 Btu of heat. To keep the
running time to 45 minutes per hour,
the rate of heat removal must be (208 x
60)/45 = 278 Btu per hour. (In terms of
watts per hour, this is 278/3.473 : 87.4
watts per hour.) If the temperature differential between the icebox interior
and evaporator plate is 25oF, we need
an evaporator plate with a surface area
of 278/(25 x 3.5) = 3.18 sq ft (0.3m2).
This is a moderately large evaporator
plate-although maybe not as big as it
seems, because in many siruations both
surfaces will be absorbing heat, doubling the effective surface area.
Nevertheless, its size indicates that we
are approaching the practical limits of the
system. If the evaporator plate is smaller,
the refrigeration unit will run longer.
Calculating the same numbers for a
freezer that has a heat load of 3,500 Btu
(once again, the maximum I recommend), and a temperature differential of

15oF, with a 750/oduty cycle (i.e., the
refrigeration unit runs 45 minutes in the
hour), we end up with an evaporator
plare area of 3.7 sq ft (0.34m2), if only
one surface is absorbing heat. The plate
will almost certainly be mounted on
stand-offs, so both sides will be absorbing heat, in which case the plate needs
to be approximately 2 sq ft (0.19m2).
Let's assume we are using one of the
largest plates commonly available
(made by Frigoboat), which is 40 " by
15" (4}cm by 101cm). Thar's 4.4 sqft on
each side (0.44m2). If mounted on
stand-offs, its heat absorption rate in a
freezer is 4.4 x 2 x 15 x 3,5 : 462 Btu
per hour, which is (462 x 4)/50 = 346.5
Btu on a 750/odury cycle. This results in
a potential heat absorption of 346.5 x 24
: 8,316 Bru per day. (Note that Isotherm
supplies evaporator plates up to 59,,x
77 "143cmx 150cml).
In practice, at the kind of temperatures found in freezer applications, the
refrigeration compressor will not have
anywhere near the capacity to pull
down the plate at a rate of 462 Btu per
hour. As Table L shows, the lower the
evaporator temperature, the lower the
capacity of a compressor. In our example, the compressor has now become
the limiting factor in the sysrem; rhe
refrigeration run time will be commensurately longer. (Note, however, that
Danfoss recently introduced the BD80
compressor; it has 50% more capaciry
than the 8D50, on which the rables
below are based.)
Let's take a Danfoss BD50 kt a fueezer
application. tVe want to hold the box
temperature at 10oF (-12"C). W'e assume

a L5"F temperature differential befween
the box and the evaporator plate, which
means the plate is at -5oF (21"C). Using
the -LOoF column in Table 1 (because
there is no -5oF column), we find the
maximum rated output of the compressor
at this evaporator temperature is 245 Bu
per hour. For a 3,500 Btu capacity the
unit will run for 3,500/245 : 14.3 hours.
To handle this compressor output, we
need an evaporator plate with a minimum surface area of 245/05 x 3.) : 4.7
sq ft (0.44m2), or 2.4 sq fr (0.22m2) if
mounted on stand-offs.
Please note that these are pretty crude
numbers based upon arguable assumptions. Nevertheless, the methodology outlined provides a mechanism for calculating evaporator plate sizes and approximate refrigeration-unit running times,
from which the approximate load on the
DC system can be calculated.
. Pouter draln- In terms of power
consumption, a good general rule is:
ln refrigeration use, with an aircooled system, assume 5.0 Btu of heat
removal for L watt-hour of energv consumed. That is, 5,000 Btu : 5,000l5.0 =
1,000 watt-hours, which is 1.000.,'12=
83.3 Ah at 72Y, and 1,000/24 : 41.6 Ah
at 24V. (The rate of heat removal per
watt of energy consumed will be somewhat higher with warer cooling.)
Remember to add at leasr 7U/o for inefficiencies in the charging process.
ln freezer use, assume +.0 Btu of
heat removal for 1 wan-hour of energy
consumed. That is, 3.i00 Btu
3,500/4.0 : 875 watt-hours.
Table 2 gives more-precise numbers
for air-cooled systems based on reason-

ably conservative performance numbers.
With water cooling, the heat removal
will be somewhar higher. I'll go inro
detail on air-cooleclversus water-cooled
systemsbelow.
Table 3 gives the current consllmption of a BD50 compressor when running on 72Y. (For 24Y, halve these
numbers.) Note that the slower the compressor's operating speed, the more efficient it is-that is, the more Btu of heat
are rernoved frorn an icebox per watthour of energy consumed. There are
significant benefits to be l-rad from mnning a compressor longer hours at
slower speeds, rather than shorter hours
at higher speeds. For more on why this
is, see the section "Smart speed controllers" on the next page. Whatever the
load, unless there is some rype of continLlous battery-charging device that keeps
up with the demands of the refrigeration unit, this kind of battery drain will
cycle the ship's batteries on a daily
basis. The batteries on a boat used for
weekend cruising can be recharged at
clockside dr-rringthe week, bur on those
boats that engage in more extended
cruising, if tl-rereis no constant batterycharging soLlrce (either from running
the boat's main engine on a powerboat,
or from a battery charger powered by
an AC generator), then a high-capacity
DC systen-ris neecled to support the
refrigeration load. Such a system might
include deep-cycle batteries, a high-output alternator, a rnultistep regulator, and
maybe a rn'ind generator with backup
solar panels. If not already installed, this
t y p e o f D C s y . s t e mn ' i l l c o s t s e v e r a l
times tnore than the constant-cycling
DC refrigeration unit!
Constant-c,vclingDC refrigerarion is
therefore an appropriate choice on a
boat with relativelv modest refrigeration
needs, one that is to be cruised on
weekends, one that has continllously
operating batten.-cl-rarging
devices, or
one that alreadv has a high-capacify
DC systen'r.Given a pos-erful-enough
DC system, large refiigeration needs can
be rnet through rnultiple units and iceboxes. If tl-reheat load of a large icebox
exceeds the capacin' of a single constantcycling refrigeration unit, two or more
units can be installed.
An increasing number of constantcycling DC units come precharged with
refrigerant, with the various subcomponents prechargecl, and a variety of
q u i c k - c o n n e c t f i t t i n g s t l - r a ta l l o w t h e
installer to assemble the unit more or
less withoLrt the use of tools, and withollt having to evacuate and charge anything. All these fearures grearly simplify
installation ancl are excellent innova-

Table 1: DanfossBDso vital stattstics: capacity in Btu (watts) per Hour
Compressol
EvaporatorTemperatu
rc (' F/' Cl
RPM
-2OF/-29C -LOF/-23C OF/-IAC LOF/-U2C 2OF/-7C
95 (28)
r42 (42)
201 (59)
2.OOO
273 (8O 359 (105)
119 (35)
]-76(52)
2,50O
247 (72) 335 (139
442 (73O)
L42 (42\
27r (62)
3,000
296 (87) 4}1(tt7
529 (155)
167 (4e)
245 (72) 342 (100) 464 (736
3,500
672 (179)*

3OF/-LC
458 (134)
570 (167)
682 (200)*
79O(23!)*

Table1 assumesa condensingtemperatureof 130'F (55'C), an ambientand suction
gas temperatureof 90'F (32'c), and a liquid temperatureof 90'F, which is the
AmericanSocietyof Heating,Refrigeration,and Air-Conditioning
Engineers(ASHRAE)
standard.For refrigeration
applications,the 0"F or 1O'F column is a re{sonable
I
capacityguide;for freezerapplications,use the -10'F column.
xFan-cooling
of controlmodulerequired.

Table 2: Danfoss BDSOVital Statlstlcs:
BTU of Heat Removed per Watt-hour of Enelgy Consumed
Compressor
RPM
-2OF/-29C

EvaporatorTemperatu
rc ("F/' Cl
-LOF/-23C

2,OOO

3.49

4.09

2.500

3.47
3.43
3.37

3.97
3.93
3.91

3.OOO

3.500

OF/-il$C
4.87

4.58
4.55
4.54

LOF/-U2C
5.57

2OF/-7C
6.31

6.05
6.05
5.94

5.28
5.26
5.23

3OF./_1C
7.OO

6.88
6.89
6.66

Table2 assumes a condensingtemperatureof 130"F (55'C), an ambient and suction
gas temperatureof go'F (32"c), and a liquidtemperatureof gO'F,the ASHRAE
standard.For refrigerationapplications,the 0'F or 1O'F column is a reasonableguide;
for freezerapplications,use the -10'F column.

Table 3: DanfossBDS0vital statistics: Gurrent(Amp)consumpilonat 12v
Compressor
RPM
-!L2OF/-29C

EvaporatorTemperatu
te (" F/ "Cl
-LOF/-23C

OF/-L$C

LOF/-U2C

2OF/-7C

3OF/-LC

3.OOO

2.28
2.86
3.52

2.87
3.65
4.43

3.50
4.45
5.37

4.78
5.26
6.33

4.90
6.10
7.37

5.65
6.94
8.32

3.500

4.20

5.18

6.24

7.39

8.61

9,91

2,OOO

2,500

Above-Tables 7, 2, and 3 providedata for calculatingevaporatorptate sizesand
refrigeration-unit
running times, from whichthe approximateload on the DC system
can be calculated.
tions. If the connections can also be
undone without losing the refrigerant
charge (some can), then a boat owner in
a remote location can change out subsystems without specialized equipment-a very handy feature.
. Smart speed controllers.
The
slower the Danfoss BD50 and BD35
compressors are run, the more efficiently they operate (see Table 2).
Whereas in the past, much refrigeration
design work was premised on running
compressors at full speecl for a 50o/o
dury cycle, the focus nowadays tends to
be on running the compressor at lower
speeds (and outputs) closer to 100% of
the time. To do this, Frigoboat has
developed what it calls its Smart Speecl
C o n t r o l l e r ( S S C ) ,w h i l e D a n f o s s h a s
Adaptive Energy Optimization (AEO).
The AEO starts a compressor at
around its mid speed (2,600 rpm) and
then ramps up the speed 72.5 rpm
every minute. In other words, tl-respeed

increases by 12.5 x 10 : 725 rpm every
10 minutes. If the icebox has not been
pulled down to the thermostat's shurdown temperature within 60 minutes,
the compressor is switched to full speed
( 3 , 5 0 0r p m ) .
Once the shutdown temperature is
reached, when the r-rnitis restaned it does
so at the shutdown speed minus 400 (in
this case 3,500 - 400 : 3,100 rpm) and
then ramps up again at 12.5 rpm every
minute. After the initial pr-rll-down from a
warm box, the icebox should be cold, so
the unit will not run long enough to
increase the speed by 400 rpm before it
shuts down again. Let's say it stops at
3,300 rpm. Next time it stafts, it will do so
at 3,300 - 400 = 2,900 rpm.
The compressor is now stafting from a
slower speed, resulting in a lower refrigeration olltpllt, so it will take longer than
the last time to pull down the icebox to
the shutdown temperatllre. But, it will
still probably not run long enough to
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Left-Precharged refrigerant lines. The installer has only to screw the various system components together (rlght);
no vacu.lming4ownor charging with refrigerant is required.
increase the speed by 400 rpm, so the
next time it restarts it will be even slower,
and the pull-down time will be even
longer. It keeps this up until the pulldown time is 32 minutes, at which point
it reaches equilibrium. Over 32 minutes,
if the speed increases at 12.5 rpm per
minute, the total increase is 72.5 x 32 :
400 rpm; this then drops 400 rpm at the
next start.
The process extends compressor running times, but at reduced speeds, significantly boosting overall efficiency. It
has the added benefit in warm climates, when the head pressure on a
compressor is high at startup, of
keeping down the initial load on the
compressor. This greatly reduces the risk
of compressor-electronics burnoutone of the more cofiunon causes of failure on older systems.
Any time the power to the unit is
shut down (as opposed to the thermostat shutting it offl the controller starts
the process again (i.e., at 2,600 rpm).
Some controllers have a manual override
that enables the refrigeration unit to be
switched to continuous full output until
manually reset to "automatic"-2 ggsful
feanrre if the boat owner loads the icebox
with warm produce.
The Frigoboat SSC is similar to
Danfoss' AEO in that it ramps up the

Danfoss' soialled Adaptive Energr
Optimizationfor its compressors goes
through a programmedcycle that
causes the compressor to run for
longer periods of time at lower speeds
than wouldnormallybe the case. This
significantlyraises the overall efficiency
of the compressor. Thegraph shows the
relationship betweencabinet temperature and compressor speed. The latter
is controlled so that the thermostat run
time will be approximately3O minutes.

compressor speed from a relatively slow
start. It measures the time it takes to
pull an icebox down and compares this
to an "ideal" operating profile, adjusting
the compressor speed accordingly. The
aim is to keep the compressor running
for approximately 50 minutes in the
hour. Rob Varren of Frigoboat says the
ideal would be to keep the compressor
running continuously and then vary the
speed to match the load, but he feels
that customers would be disconcerted
by the lack of any shutdown time.
Isotherm has a different approach to
improving overall energy efficiency. Its
Automatic Start Up (ASU) unit senses
banery voltage, and any time it is above
73.2V (on a 12V system) the ASU turns
the compressor to its full speed. The
assumption is that when banery voltage
is above I3.2V, a charging device is
operating (alternator, battery charger, or
some other device) and thus it makes

3,5('(,
3,4OO
3,3('(,
3,2(Xt
3,l,oo
3,qxt
2,9(X'
2,8OO
2,7()(,
2,6(,0
2,5OO
2,tuto
2,3OO
2,2OO
2,LOO
2,OOO

o

sense to run the system as hard as possible. Even though this may not be the
most efficient way to run the compressor, it is the most efficient way to operate the energy systems as a whole. A
similar approach is used by several
manufacturers with holding-plate systems, "topping ofP' the plates whenever
a charging device is online.

Air-coolingvs. Water-cooling
Most constant-cycling DC refrigeration units come with an air-cooled condenser-the vital component that dissipates the heat taken out of an icebox.
In warmer climates the air temperature
in a closed-up boat can rapidly climb to
100oF (38"C) or more, rendering an aircooled condenser increasingly ineffective just when the refrigeration demands
of the icebox ^re at their greatest.
Unless the condenser is built with a
large enough surface area to handle the
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high ambient temperature (many are
not), the unit will start to run almost
continuously, draining the batteries, perhaps still not refrigerating properly, and
with a distinct risk of burning up the
compressor. If a boat is likely to venture
into warmer climates with air-cooled
refrigeration, tbe surface area and tbe
tbickness of tbe condenser become key
considerations.
The efficiency of any air-cooled condenser can be substantially improved if
the temperature of the cooling air is
lowered and/or the speed of the airflow
over the condenser is accelerated. If a
boat is to cruise in warmer climates, at
the least some thought should be given
to ducting in air from the coolest part of
the boat, and achieving the greatest
possible airflow over the condenser.
\fAECO Adler/Barbour, Sea Frost, and
other manufacfurers offer add-on ducting kits. \7AECO calls its product a
Powerduct Kit.
The other option, if an existing condenser is undersized, is to fit a watercooled condenser. lVater is a far more
efficient cooling medium than air, and
even in the tropics the water temperature rarely exceeds 85.F (30.C).
If the water-cooling circuit requires a
water pump (not all desee below), the
critical ambient air temperature at which
water-cooling becomes more energy efficient than air-cooling is generally around
95oF (35oc)-despite
the added energy
consumption of the water pump attached
to the water-cooled condenser. Note that
this temperature is the temperature in tbe
space occupied by tbe air-cooled cond.eruer, or of the air used to cool the condenser if the air is ducted in from elseqihsls-r?o/ the temperature in the boar,
which may be considerably cooler.
Below 95F (35"9) ambient air tempera-

ture, a pump-driven water-cooled condenser is often less efficient than an akcooled condenser (especially a welldesigned one) in overall power consump
tion, because of the added power drain of
the water pump. As the temperature rises
above 95oF, water-cooling becomes progressively more efficient; by 110oF (43"C)
it is significantly more efficient.
The question then becomes: at what
point does the increasing efficiency of
water-cooling justify the added expense,
installation requirements, complexity,
maintenance (including winterizing),
and likelihood of problems developing?
In many cases, water-cooling, especially
with a water pump, is difficult to justify,
particularly if cooler air can be ducted
in from elsewhere in the boat to achieve
a similar result with less complexity and
fewer maintenance issues.
. Tbrouglt-Itull
condensers and
heel coolers. In recent years a couple of
interesting variations use no water pump
for water-cooling in constant-rycling DC
refrigeration units. In one variant from
Isotherm, a condensing coil is installed in
a through-hull. In another, from
Frigoboat, a small keel cooler is added to
the ouside of the hull, and the refrigerant is circulated through it. In both cases,
the refrigerant is taken to the water,
rather than the water brought to the
refrigerant with a pump.
At anchor, the boat must have some
minimal rocking motion in order to constantly change the water in the throughhull version. If this does not occur, the
water steadily heats up, rendering the
refrigeration unit increasingly ineffective. To maximize the heat transfer in
calm water, the through-hull should be
set as far off the centerline as possible,
while still keeping it submerged at all
angles of heel. (The farther you ger

Frigoboat's Smart Speed Controller,tike Adaptive EnergyOptimization, allows the
compressor to run more efficienily.

from the centerline, the greater the
motion when the boat rocks). A keel.
cooler does not suffer from this problem; in most situations it provides efficiency benefits over traditional watercooling because it eliminates the
energy drain of the water pump, simplifies installation, and doesn't require the
maintenance (including winterizing)
associated with a water pump.. In some
waters, however, a keel cooler may
require scrubbing to remove biofouling.
The extent to which fouling interferes
with its heat-exch^nge properties is
under investigation; the interference
may not be as great as many assume.
Keel coolers must be sized for a
broad range of water temperatures and
optimized for typical temperatures. As a
result, they have limitations in extreme
conditions. In very cold water-such as
may be found in Maine or the Baltic at
the beginning of the boating seasonthere is a tendency for the refrigerant in
the system to puddle our in the keel
cooler, making it difficult to establish
refrigerant flow at the start of the refrigeration cycle.
Through-hull condensers and keel
coolers must be grounded to the boat's
common ground point. Otherwise, any
kind of DC electrical short (e.g., from a
thermostat) to any of the copper rubing
in the refrigeration system can put stray
current into the water via the throughhull or keel cooler. The current will find
its way back to battery negative through
the propeller and propeller shaft, or a
grounded through-hull. In the process,
it will destroy the through-hull or keel
cooler in short order.

Holding-Plate
DGRefrigeration
Holding plates for refrigeration systems with relatively light loads can be
pulled down over time by the small
Danfoss compressors found in constantcycling units (see, for example,
Technautics' system, and some from
Isotherm), with potential efficienry gains.
Adding holding plates, though, has its
disadvantages: they increase cost and
weight; they're more complex, because
the holding plates require expansion
valves that must be "funed" to the svstem
(as opposed to the capillary tubes in
other small DC systems, which require
no user interaction-more
on these,
below); and the plates take up otherwise
usable space in the icebox. Holding
plates do not hold as consistent a temperature in the icebox as do evaporator
plates. The benefits of holding plates
over an evaporator plate in small DC systems are arguable.
To take full advantage of a holding-

plate system, a larger compressor is
needed, commonly driven by a %-hp DC
motor (see, for example, units from
Glacier Bay and Sea Frost). A suitable
bank of good-qualiry deep-cycle baneries can sustain a refrigeration load of up
to % hp for extended periods (1 to 2
hours at a time). The current draw of
the unit will be around 40 amps ^t 72V
(20 amps at 24Y) on a fully defrosted
holding plate, tapering down to as little
as 20 amps at the end of the freeze
cycle. Such a system will handle substantial refrigeration and freezer loadsup to 10 times the small, constantrycling units. However, it will function
only if backed with a continuous DC
charging source or a high-capacity DC
system. (Sea Frost recofiunends a mini
mum battery bank of 660 Ah at 12V.) As
noted above, the refrigeration control
circuitry should include the capability to
turn the unit on and "top it ofP' whenever the engine is cranked. This will
optimize engine-running time and minimize the load on the batteries.
A large-capacity DC holding-plate
system is expensive-even
ignoring the
cost of upgrading the DC system,
should that be necessary-but it has a
considerably greater refrigerating capability than any constant-cycling unit. It
may also be more efficient than a constant-cycling system, or a small DC
compressor coupled to holding plates.
So, even though a large-capacity DC
holding-plate system consumes far more
power when running, it will provide an
equivalent refrigeration capability for less
ousrall power consumption, or provide a
greater capability for the same overall
power consumption. (Although data is
available that quantifies the efficiency

gains of larger compressors over smaller
compressors, I know of no data that
compares the likely lower efficienry of a
holding plate to an evaporator plate.
Consequently, I have not seen any data
to quantify the overall efficiency differences between the systems.) If the DC
system includes a large wind generator
and/or a large-enough array of solar panels. the needs of substantial iceboxes can
be met during extended cruising without
having to crank the engine.

llGRefrigeration
Gonstant-cycling
Plate
Ys.Holding
For a decade or more, I have been an
advocate of high-capacity, holding-plate,
DC refrigeration rather than constantcycling. This is because the holdingplate system has had considerably
greater capacity and efficiency. I've recommended such a system to numerous
people, designed them for a number of
boats, and put it on my own boats. In
recent years, though, technology and
legal changes have altered the cost/benefit analysis on which I've based this
recorrrrnendation. Here are some of the
factors that have changed:
. The relative efficiency of the small
compressors used in constant-cycling
units versus the larger versions used in
holding-plate systems has improved.
. The efficiency of the small compressors can be further boosted by a
variable-speed controller such as the
Smart Speed Controller from Frigoboat,
or Adaptive Energy Optimization from
Danfoss (see page 44). These efficiency
gains are made by running compressors
for longer hours at lower loads, and
thus can be realized only on air-cooled
units, or on those with a through-hull

A Frigoboatkeel cooler with grounding tab. Keel coolers eliminate the need for a
water pump in constant+ycling DC refrigeration units. Frigoboat'skeel cooler is
attached to the outside of the hull, and the refrigerant is circulated through it.

cooler or keel cooler-i.e., without a
f a water pump
water pump-because
is run for longer hours, its.added power
drain cancels out the efficiency gains at
the compressor.
. The refrigeration capability of constant-cycling compressors has increased
by over 500/oin recent years and, with
the introduction of the new Danfoss
BD80, has just gone up another 50o/o.ln
the past, the available constant-cycling
refrigeration units have often been marginal in terms of their capacity to handle
even midsized refrigerator and freezer
iceboxes in warm climates and reliably
maintain the necessary temperatures for
a dependable freezer. This is no longer
the case.
. Improved insulation around an icebox considerably reduces the refrigeration load, enabling this load to be met
by a lower-capacity refrigeration unit.
For those on a limited budget wanting
to improve the efficiency of a refrigeration unit, tbe same increase in fficiency
can often be acbieued at louter cost by
upgrading tbe insulation tban it can by
inuesting in an eryensiue higb-capacity
holding-plate system.
tVhen you put these factors together,
and consider that the high-capacity
holding-plate DC refrigeration systems
are cofiunonly four times as expensive
as a constant-cycling unit, for many
boats it's difficult to justify the added
cost. On the other hand:
. If superinsulation is part of the
setup, it can rapidly eat up a large paft
of the cost savings; and
. Although they are better than they
used to be, the constant-cycling units
still have a limited ability to handle
refrigeration loads. The upper limit for
tropical cruising on a well-insulated icebox is somewhere around 75 cu ft
(0.4mt) for a refrigerator and 5 cu ft
(0.14ma) for a freezer. Larger iceboxes
will need either some type of holdingplate system or more than one constantcycling unit in the icebox. Another
approach is to break up the refrigeration load into multiple smaller iceboxes
using individual constant-cycling units.
There are spin-off benefits associated
with constant-cycling refrigeration that
need to be considered in making the
choice between constant-cycling and
holding-plate refrigeration:
o First and foremost is the maintenance issue. Constant-cycling refrigeration utilizes what are known as hermetic compressors. These are sealed
inside the refrigeration unit, as
opposed to the externally driven compressors that have predominated in

Loadediceboxeswith holdingplates
(freezeron the left, refrigeratoron the
right) on the author's previousboat.
Theseboxes have holdingplates
located at the backs of the boxes. Note
the considerablevolumethey occupy.
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l-rigl-r-capacity l-roldin g-p late system.s,
including engine-driven systems. The
latter have seals that often leak refrigerant over time: the former clo not. The
elimination of the leaks with hennetic
compressor.s becomes ever more
i m p o r t a n t 2 1 st h e l e g a l f r a m e w o r k
within wl-ricl-r efrigeration trnits are
operated is tigl-rtenecl-especially in
Er-rrope-increasing the cost ancl difficulty of servicing units. (Note that all
AC sy.stems,including constant-cycling
and holding-plate, also h:.rvehermetic
compressors, as does the Glacier Bay
Micro HPS system; see below.)
. Most of tl-re constant-cycling units
employ lvhat is knoR,n as zrcapillary tube
to dispense the refrigerant. A capillary
rube has no moving parts, in contrast to
the expansion valves used in holclingplate svstems, wl-rich not only have a
nurnber of rnoving parts Lrut also require
c o n s i c l e r a b l ee x p e r t i s e t o s e t u p a n d
adlust properll'. In general,as long zrsit is
installecl properlr. \'oLr can pretty mucl'r
fit ancl forget e constant-cycling unit
(much as n ith a hotrseholclrefrigerzrtor).
R'hereas the l-rigl'r-capacin'
holcling-plate
units require -sor-nentainten:rnce ancl are
lnore prone to troulrle. In the er-ent the
system fails ancl neeclsreplacing, the constant-cvcling unit ri'ill l-recheaper and
easier to replace. Capillary rubes are less
efficient than expansion valves, but on
the lor'-capacitv constant-cycling units
tl-reclifferenceis not that significant.
. Constant-cvcling refrigeration eliruinates holcling plates and replaces them
witl-r a thin evaporator pl2lte or Lrox, the
same as the evaporator plate or box in I
household refrigerator.This frees up a fair
amolrnt of volume in the icebox. Berween
the weigl-rt savings on the refrigeration
unit itself and on the l-rolding plates, a
consiclerable amount of weight can be
gotten out of the systern-generally, at
least 100 lbs (45.4 kg). When a unir is first
turned on, an evaporator plate pulls
down much faster than a l-rolding plate,

ancl maintains a lnore consistent icebox
temperatLlrethan n-rostholding plates.
. Because constant-cycling units
have a relatively low-capacity compressor, the demands on the cooling system
(tl-reconclenser,an essential colnponent
in tl-rerefrigeration process) are consiclerably less than the demancls of tl-re
high-capacity DC systems. As notecl
above, this lower demancl can be rnet
by an adequately sized zrir-cooled condenser or a small keel cooler installecl
on the outside of tl-rehull, removing the
need for a water-cooling circuit,
together witl-r its pllllp ancl associatecl
energy clrain ancl nraintenance.

Hybrids
If the story encled here, it woulcl
make a pretty strong arfaument for constant-cycling DC units in rnzrny applications wl-rere holcling-plate refrigeration
woulcl h:rve previously been .t better
c h o i c e . B u t t h e s i r - n p l el i n e s I h a v e
clrawn are blurrecl by recently lntroclucecl "l'rybricl"systems such as Glacier
Bay's lVlicro HPS (the letters stancl for
"holding-plate svster.r.r"
).
The Micro HPS is a I'righ-capacity'
system that uses a pon'erful nes' hermetic DC compressor. elirninating the
m a i n t e n z r n c ea s s o c i a t e c ln ' i t h e x t e r nally driven compressors. Tl-re electrical windings in hermetic colnpressors
are generzrlly coolecl by the refrigerant
gases on the snction side, adding the
heat of the windings to the work the
compressor has to do. The Masterflux
cornpressor in the Micro HPS uses the
cliscl-rargegas from the compressor for
cooling tl-rewinclings, adding this heat
to the conclenser'sload rzrtherthan to
the compressor's load. The net effect
is an improvement in efficiency over a
conventional hermetic conrpres.sor.
The Micro HPS systern cornes in a
c o m p a c t , p r e c l - r a r g e d ,s k i c l - m o L l n t e c l
c o n f i g u r a t i o n t h a t s i r - n p l yn e e c l s t h e
refrigerant ancl cooling lines to be con-
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Ldt4leier
Bay'sMiUo HPSsystem.Theverticalunit with the fans and capacitorson the sideis an electroniccommutatol
for the brushlessDCpermanentmgnet motorsusedin the compressots.Rw-4lacier Bay's "MasErflux" hermetically
sealedN compressor,part of the HPSsystem,offerc outputsup to 2 hp.
nected. In other words, installation is
no more complicated than that for
many constant-cycling units-although
it still needs to be vacuumed down, as
opposed to a number of constantcycling units that do not need vacuuming. It has downsized holding plates
that are between the size of an evaporator plate and a traditional holding
plate, thus reducing the volume and
weight of the holding plates. The net
result is something midway between a
constant-cycling unit and a traditional
holding-plate unit, which is reported
to have a higher efficiency than a constant-cycling unit; up to 10 times the
refrigerating capability (as long as the
holding plates have the capacity to
absorb this capability); and less potential for leaks than a traditional holdingplate system equipped with an externally driven compressor. If the emphasis is on capacity and efficiency, then
the refrigeration load may best be met
with a hybrid system, although it will
take a few years to assess the costeffectiveness of this approach, as well
as its position in the marketplace.
Another interesting product that has
been around for a while without gaining much traction in the marketplace
is Glacier Bay's Micro Blast Chiller.
The most recent variant has a refrigeration unit that uses a Masterflux compressor with propane as a refrigerant.
It comes as a complete setup in which
the evaporator is part of the unit
instead of being installed in the refrigerator. A fan blows air over the evaporator, dropping the air temperature

to well below freezing. This air is
then ducted into the icebox to refrigerate the contents.

MakingGhoices
lVhere refrigeration loads are relatively
light, and in siruations where a boat is
used primarily on weekends and plugged
into shoreside power during the week,
constant-cycling DC refrigeration is by far
the most economical, troublefree, and
easy to install for most boas.
If greater capacity is required, then
engine-driven refrigeration makes sense
in siruations where engines are run regularly; the DC system is somewhat
weak; and refrigeration is not required
at dockside. These are the conditions
found on many charter boats.
If an AC generator is constantly running, household constant-cycling equipment will be the most economical. If an
AC generator is intermittendy, but regular$, operated, AC holding-plate refrigeration makes sense.
In most other situations, some variant
of DC refrigeration is the best choice,
because it can:
o Minimize engine-running hours;
. Be operated from shore power via
a battery charger (whereas an enginedriven system requires the engine to be
run at dockside); and
. Be left to run at anchor until the
batteries go dead. (One of the design
parameters I set myself is a banery and
refrigeration balance that will allow the
boat to be left unattended for up to a
week without the fridge and freezer
melting down.) In contrast, engine-dri-

ven refrigeration requires someone to
be on the boat to run the refrigeration
unit every day.
\7ith respect to the DC options, I
believe the balance of the argument has
shifted in favor of constant-cycling DC
refrigeration, even on a hard-core cruising boat, although the jury is still out on
the hybrid systems. Better yet is to have
two (or more) units-separate fridge and
provide built-in
freezer installations-to
redundancy. There will still be cost savings over a high-capacify holding-plate
DC system, some of which can be put
into improved insulation. The end result
will be a vinually maintenance-free refrigeration system that is compact, quiet, and
reliable; that optimizes the icebox volume
and keeps down weight; that has built-in
redundancy; and al, at a cost that is less
than that of a high-capacity holding-plate
system.
@
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